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 2. LET-OFF MOTION 

2.2 Positive Easing 
 

This motion lets the warp yarns required for weaving off at a constant tension. 
It positively controls the warp tension against variation due to the shedding motion for warp 
inserting.  (Positive easing type) 
Since the easing amount and timing can be controlled quantitatively, tension control is possible 
as desired. 
Since the back roller is fixed, the tension does not vary with the beam winding diameter. 

 
(1)  Outer side of LH yarn block 

 

 

2 

3 

4 1 

5 6 

 
 

No. Part name 
1 Back roller 
2 Tension roller 
3 Back roller arm 
4 Tension lever 
5 Load cell 
6 Back roller bracket 
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 2.2 Positive Easing

(2) Outer side of yarn beam block RH 
9  

 

 7 

 8 10 

 
No. Part name 
7 Easing crank 
8 Easing connecting rod 
9 Crank timing indicator 
10 Easing connecting rod lever 

 
(3) Inner side of yarn beam block RH 
 

 

Tension roller (φ89) 

14 

Back roller (φ114) 

13 
12 

12 

11 

L 

L1
L2

 
Yarn 
beam L1 L2 L 

 φ800 326 426 50 
 φ914 326 426 50 
 φ1000 346 446 70 
 

No. Part name 
11 Easing rod lever 
12 Easing rod end 
13 Easing rod 
14 Easing lever 
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 2. LET-OFF MOTION 

2.2.1 Adjustment of Easing 
[ 1 ]  Setting the Easing Timing 

Easing rod
 

 
 

Tension roller 

Easing connecting rod

Back roller

Easing crank 

 
The positive easing type let-off motion decreases the warp yarn tension difference between 
opening and closing of the shedding motion by positively moving the tension roller. 
The easing timing is set to the crank angle where the back roller is in the rearmost position 
when the warp yarns are closed (or to the frontmost position at the time of shedding).  The 
easing timing may be varied slightly depending on the cloth type. 
(1)  To adjust the easing timing to 350º: 

1)  Release the warp yarn tension. 
2)  Manually rotate the loom to set the crank angle to 260º. 

Easing timing: 350°- 90° = 260° 
3)  Set the main brake to ON. 
4)  Loosen the easing crank set bolt, align timing scale "0" with the indicator on the loom 

frame RH, and tighten the set bolt. 
 
 

 

Timing scale 

 Easing crank Set bolt 
 Indicator 

(2) To delay the easing timing by 10° from 
350° to 360°: 

 Set the loom crank angle to 260°, and 
adjust the timing scale as shown at left. 

Delay 
Phase 

Timing scale 
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Advance
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[ 2 ]  Setting the Easing Amount 

The easing amount is set by changing the eccentricity of the easing crank.  Adjust the 
easing amount by referring to the table below. 

Guideline of easing scale reading for the reed stroke and shedding opening 

 Reed stroke 65mm 75mm 85mm 95mm 
Heald 1 opening (minimum) 45mm 51mm 56mm 61mm 
Heald 4 opening (minimum) 61mm 66.5mm 72mm 77.5mm
Heald 6 opening (minimum) 72mm 77.5mm 83mm 88mm 
Heald 1 opening (medium) 48mm 54mm 60mm 66mm 
Heald 4 opening (medium) 66mm 71.5mm 77.5mm 83mm 
Heald 6 opening (medium) 77.5mm 83mm 89mm 94.5mm
Heald 1 opening (maximum) 52mm 58mm 64mm 70mm 
Heald 4 opening (maximum) 70.5mm 76.5mm 82.5mm 89mm 

O
pe

ni
ng

 

Heald 6 opening (maximum) 82.5mm 89mm 95mm 101mm
4-heald specification (min. opening) 2 3 3 3 
4-heald specification (medium opening) 3 3 4 4 
4-heald specification (max. opening)  3 4 4 5 
6-heald specification (min. opening) 3 3 3 4 
6-heald specification (medium opening) 3 4 4 4 Ea

si
ng

 s
ca

le
 

6-heald specification (max. opening) 4 4 5 5 

Caution: 1. The values shown above are for plain weave.  Set the easing scale reading 
to 1 for other than plain weave on a loom with dobby or cam. 

 2. Since each scale reading is given as a guideline, adjust as needed 
depending on the loom and operating conditions. 

 3. Do not set the scale reading to 0.  Otherwise, local wear may arise at the 
bearing. 

 
Example)  Setting for maximum opening for a reed stroke of 85 mm in case of a 6-heald specification 

 

Reading 
= 5 

Eccentricity (offset) scale

Easing crank offset direction 

Indicator 

(1)  Release the warp yarn tension. 
(2) Loosen the crank fixing nut (fixing the eas- 

ing crank on the easing hub) shown at left.  
(3) Tap the easing crank lightly with a shock 

hammer or the like to adjust the 
eccentricity indicator to reading "5" 
obtained from the table above.  (As shown 
at left when the obtained offset is "5".)  

(4) Tighten two nuts to fix the easing crank. 
 
 
 Easing crank

Easing hub 
Crank fixing nut 



 2. LET-OFF MOTION 

2.2.2  Looming 
For beam installation/removal at the time of looming, screw handle tool A into each of the back 
roller arm LH and RH, swing the back roller upward, and insert stopper pin tool B into each of 
pin holes LH and RH to hold the arm. 

Caution: 1.  Screw handle tool A fully until the threaded end comes into contact. 

  2. Insert stopper pin tool B fully into each pin hole. 

  3: When handling the back roller, let two persons lift its left and right ends 
simultaneously.  

 

 

Stopper pin hole

At the time 
of loomingB

 
During 
operation 

A
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 2.2 Positive Easing

2.2.3  Lubrication 
All bearings in the positive easing type let-off motion are lubricated by grease. 
A grease nipple is provided at each greasing point.  Add grease G-C (extreme pressure No. 2 
grease) at least once a week. (See M.1 Lubrication.) 
 

2.2.4  Preset Data 
The warp tension is electronically controlled in the positive easing type let-off motion. 
To stabilize the warp yarn tension, input the preset value by referring to the table below. 

Beam 
diameter 

Preset 
code 

φ800 φ914 φ1000 
φ1000 

Specification allowing pin 
dropper installation 

C09 3 ← ← ← 
C42 0 ← ← ← 
C43 0 ← ← ← 
C44 3300 ← ← ← 
C90 750 

C91 6 

C92 13 

  See 2.3 ELO, 6.2 ELO ETU for the presetting method. 
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